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ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN OPEN-SOURCE LEARNING  

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR ENGINEERING STUDENTS 
 

Abstract 

 

With the availability of open source learning management system (LMS) software, it is now 

possible to create interactive, feature rich, and customized learning materials quickly and easily. 

In this paper, we describe the preliminary framework of an on-line tutorial source (OnTEn) for 

engineering courses containing review modules that can be quickly developed using a 

customized Drupal CMS (Content Management System).  The Drupal platform can be used for 

quick content organization and management, and publication of contents.  The online tutorial 

being developed contains a series of bite-sized modules that allow the students to review through 

their foundation materials in flipped learning or can serve as quick reference guides. The unique 

feature of the OnTEn is that authors contributing the review modules need to follow standard 

guidelines and style templates for uniformity. The review module is submitted to a central 

review server and included in the website after it has been reviewed and approved for publication 

by a member of the Editorial Board to ensure the quality of the content. This paper reviews the 

OnTEn platform and describes how contributors from different universities/institutions can 

contribute to this effort in creating a high-standard repository of review modules for engineering 

students. 

 

Introduction 

This paper describes the general framework of a web-service platform, called “Online Tutor for 

Engineering Students” (OnTEn), which contains student-friendly, easy-to-navigate review 

modules for undergraduate students in engineering, that is under development. These modules 

aim to assist regular courses being offered by universities. One of the main goals of this website 

is to provide a set of review modules on topics that are taught in earlier courses. In this way, we 

provide a very flexible learning platform that students can use before and after the actual lecture. 

Each module includes a short explanation of the topic along with worked-out examples, and drill 

problems with answers. In addition the module has been designed to provide feedbacks on 

student performance for a better understanding of the relevant topic. Furthermore, this web 

service strives to serve as a companion platform for students to review concepts on their own 

time outside class. 

Web-Hosting Platform 

 

To select a platform that is optimal to host the OnTEn e-learning site, we evaluated several open 

source softwares available in the public domain for their suitability, as the system being 

developed must be easily ported and shared across different academic institutions in due course. 

Furthermore, it is necessary to ensure that the selected open source software has the functions for 

web hosting, content management, and learning management. These functions are very important 

to the success of the project and therefore, much effort has been spent on the initial platform 

feasibility study in the first phase of the development of e-learning site. 

 



The web-hosting platform is an operating system that the server, along with all the necessary 

software, runs on and is the first component one needs to consider when developing a web-

service. A variety of hosting platforms are available for web hosting. For this project, we 

considered two of the most popular platforms, Windows and Linux. Although both platforms are 

capable, it was decided to use Linux platform due to its popularity, open-source nature, and 

having a dedicated Linux distribution for hosting server, which translates to better reliability. 

 

Content Management System 

 

The Content Management System (CMS) [1] is a software system that provides website 

authoring, collaboration, and administration tools designed to allow users with little knowledge 

of programming language to create and manage website content with relative ease. Such a 

system, which normally would take a lot of time and resource to develop, still need to be 

maintained and updated with new features. Hence, it is more cost and time effective to use one of 

the available CMS and concentrate on developing new features. 

 

For the purpose of the project, which requires a heavily customized web-service, choosing a 

flexible and reliable open-source CMS supported by a strong community of developers is 

important. Among the vast number of CMS available, the three most popular CMS, namely, 

WordPress, Joomla, and Drupal were carefully examined [2]. Each CMS has its own advantages 

and disadvantages in terms of features, capability, flexibility and ease of use [3]. Figure 1 shows 

the usage statistics for the top 10 CMS technologies. 

 

 
Figure 1: The usage statistics for top CMS technologies - Adapted from [2]. 

 



 

Although WordPress is the most popular CMS, it is more tailored towards blogs and new 

articles. However it would require extensive modifications to the framework to suit our needs. 

Joomla offers more flexibility than WordPress, however, it still falls short compared to Drupal in 

handling complex content relationships. Due to the complexity of the project, Drupal’s ability to 

have complex relationships and access control of content provides more benefit for the 

development of the web-service in long term. Thus, Drupal has been chosen for its flexibility, 

extensibility, and having an active community contributing to the various modules. 

 

Learning Management System 

 

Learning Management System (LMS) is a similar type of software application, like CMS, but it 

is much more robust and education-focused than CMS. A notable example is the Blackboard 

software [4], which provides a virtual learning environment and course management system. 

Blackboard has been widely implemented at various universities and institutes all over the world. 

As the aim of the OnTEn website is to provide review-modules for engineering students, an 

open-source LMS has also been investigated. 

 

Among the top LMS available [5], only Moodle [6] provides an open-source LMS allowing 

customization. Compared to Drupal, which can also offer an LMS experience by installing the 

optional Opigno [7] package, Moodle is a better full-fledged LMS that is specifically designed 

for course management and user interaction with a curriculum base, both by teachers and 

students. In terms of feature, Moodle is comparable to commercial LMS, such as Blackboard and 

Edmodo. However, too many features can also use up more resources and might not even be 

useful compared to a simple, customized Drupal site [8],[9]. 

 

In term of customizability, Moodle is built to address very specific needs in the education sector, 

whereas Drupal can be customized for many different applications, including education oriented 

websites. From the developer’s point of view, one could easily build the functionality that exists 

in Moodle with Drupal. However, it is much harder to modify Moodle to do all the functions that 

Drupal can do. After consideration of all the above factors, Drupal has been selected as the 

platform to develop the OnTEn web-service. 

 

Website Layout and Navigation 

 

The layout of the OnTEn website has been designed to be simple, intuitive, and easy to use for 

its users. It contains two major blocks: navigation side bar and main content window, as shown 

in Figure 2. The main content window provides a canvas and appropriate controls for course 

content delivery, content modifications, commenting, reviewing, and submitting new review 

modules. The navigation menu handles website navigation, courses navigation, main menu 

navigation, and user login. 

 

The main items of the OnTEn website are listed below: 

 The ‘Main menu’ navigation bar links to the ‘Introduction’ webpage;  

 ‘Review Modules’ list all review modules available; 

 ‘Advisory Board’ shows the list of academic leaders, who have agreed to serve as 



advisors;  

 ‘Contributors’ webpage lists all contributors of review modules; 

 ‘Editorial Board’ webpage lists faculty members who have agreed to evaluate review 

modules submitted for possible inclusion in the website; 

  ‘Feedback’ webpage for user feedback; and  

 ‘Disclaimers’ webpage to delimit the scope of the website. 

 

 

Figure 2: OnTEn website layout with navigation menu and main content window layouts. 

 

 

After a review module has been submitted by a contributor, it is first checked by an appropriate 

member of the editorial board to ensure that it is correct and has been prepared according to the 

style manual for conformity with other review modules housed at the website. Every approved 

review module is appended with contributor’s name, affiliation, date of submission, and the 

name of the editorial board member who reviewed the module and approved its inclusion as 

shown in Figure 3 to ensure its quality and accountability, and to keep track of modifications 

carried out on the review module based on the editorial board member’s comments. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: A review-module with its contributor, reviewer, and time-stamps shown. 



 

 

LaTeX-to-HTML Converter 

 

The OnTEn website requires a contributor to style his/her review-module in LaTeX format using 

style file developed for the website. For the display of the review module on the computer 

screen, the LaTeX file needs to be first converted to the HTML format. To this end, we have 

developed a LaTeX-to-HTML conversion tool, which takes in LaTeX formatted document (.tex 

file) as input and produces the HTML formatted document (.html) as output. The TeX Live [10] 

LaTeX library and its applications, mk4ht.exe and htlatex.exe, have been used to implement the 

conversion from LaTeX-to-HTML format. The conversion tool also includes pre-processing and 

post-processing components to correct any styling errors resulting from custom commands used 

in the provided LaTeX styles file during the translation process. 

 

The pre-processing component includes features, such as attaching the source LaTeX file to style 

file template: to conform to the style according to the template; to remove unpaired brackets in 

the equations, which can lead to conversion errors; to substitute custom commands found in the 

LaTeX source file with generic commands to overcome unknown command errors; and to create 

a new formatted LaTeX file to store the pre-processed source file. 

 

The post-processing component includes features, such as embedding CSS file to the HTML 

output file: to satisfy one file upload requirement by Drupal; to delete the LaTeX file created by 

pre-processing; to resolve indentation inconsistencies resulting from the conversion; and to 

automatically upload the final HTML file to the OnTEn website. 

 

A Drupal module, named Tex2Node, has been developed to serve as the front-end user interface 

for the LaTeX-to-HTML conversion tool. It provides a simple user interface to complete the 

submission process, as shown in Figure 4, which requires the contributor to name the review-

module, select the field-of-study where it should be listed, and choose the LaTeX source file to 

be uploaded. 



 

Figure 4: Tex2Node Drupal component for submitting LaTeX formatted review-modules. 

 

Submission Process 

 

Figure 5 shows the flow chart from the review stage to the eventual publication of the review 

module in the OnTEn website. Every contributor will be asked to agree to a set of "Terms and 

Conditions” before signing up for the website. Each field of study will have an Editorial Board 

specialized in that field assigned to review the content of the submitted module. The Drupal-

based OnTEn system stores the previous revision of the module so that site administrator can 

keep track of the changes. The add-on Drupal Workbench [11] makes sure that the modules go 

through multi-layer of checking before being made available to students. 

 

 



 
 

Figure 5: New module submission process. 

 

A Pilot Trial in Launching the Review Modules for ARM Programming 

 

A pilot trial had been conducted for the course Microprocessor (EE3002) in the School of 

Electrical and Electronic Engineering at the Nanyang Technological University, Singapore 

during the first semester of the academic year 2015-2016. A preliminary batch of 13 review 

modules, as shown in Figure 6, was made available to the students taking this course. These 

review modules contain basic fundamental concepts on how data is represented, loaded, stored, 

and moved within the microprocessor; how simple code can be programmed onto the 

microprocessor; operations of stack memory; and why and how interrupt is being carried out in 

the ARM microprocessor. Each review module is purposely kept to 2-3 pages in length to retain 

the relative short-attention span of the students, and provide links to other related review 

modules for students to expand their knowledge. We also recommended students to refer to a 

few review modules before attending lecture or a discussion session during tutorial, which can 

form part of a component in flipped learning classroom. This approach allows students to be 

familiar with some knowledge apriori and have more confidence in applying what they have just 

learned into answering questions or solving problems. 



 

 

Figure 6: Review Modules for ARM Microprocessor. 

 

 

These Microprocessor review modules aim to provide timely snippet of just enough information 

for them to understand the microprocessor architecture and start doing some programming 

exercises in assembly language, and gradually gaining their confidence in programming for those 

students who lack the background. Feedback from previous batches of students taking the 

Microprocessor course mainly stated the lack of knowledge in getting started. However, lecture 

notes and textbooks are generally organized in chapters with many topics for completeness. 

These topics are usually detailed in great length with little programming examples, diagrams, 

and some of the details may not be necessary for students to start programming or answering 

tutorial questions. Therefore, review modules are not meant to replace lecture notes or textbooks, 

but rather to provide quick information that students will need in doing their homework, and 

provide some pre-requisite knowledge before they can understand more advanced topics in a 

just-in-time and just-enough approach. 

 

Students participated in this pilot trial also were requested to answer short survey questions, 

shown in Figure 7, at the end of each module. These survey forms were returned to the server, 

anonymously, but tagged with the module to see which modules were more commonly viewed 

by students and which were less frequently visited. The anonymity allowed the students to freely 

provide feedback. Besides the 5-grade score sheet, students were encouraged to write in their 

comments and suggest new review modules they would like to see. The feedback helps the 

module contributor to make changes and tailor the module’s contents more closely to the 

students’ need. 

 



 
Figure 7: User feedback survey questions. 

 

By the end of the trial period, there were a total of 64 feedbacks from 20 students in the class.  

Students were allowed to submit different feedbacks for different modules, including text 

comment on how useful these modules are; some were extremely helpful in spotting typos in the 

modules and gave some suggestions to improve on the layout and content. As feedback was 

optional, not all students provided feedback. But, we tracked how often a student accessed a 

particular module and from there, determined the need to introduce more review modules related 

to a particular topic, where most students need some guidance.  

 

 

 
Figure 8: Survey Results. 

 

Future Work 

Currently, the review modules on Mathematics of Engineering and Microprocessor are being 

class-tested in their respective undergraduate courses at the School of Electrical and Electronic 

Engineering, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore.   

The next phase of the development of OnTEn website is to add more engineering contents. To 

this end, we have visited a number of universities in several countries and plan to continue the 



visits to several other universities.  The universities visited so far are the University of Southern 

California, Los Angeles, California (USA); University of California, Davis, California (USA); 

California State University, Northridge, California (USA); Chinese University of Hong Kong 

(Hong Kong); the Hong Kong University of Science & Technology (Hong Kong); and the Indian 

Institute of Technology – Madras (India).  The faculty members at each of these universities 

have agreed to provide review modules.  Moreover, the contents of the OnTEn website will be 

included in the website of National Program on Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL), a 

joint venture of seven Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) and the Indian Institute of Science 

(IISc), Bangalore, and funded by the Ministry of Human Resources and Development, 

Government of India.  NPTEL provides course-wares in the form of video lectures and web 

courses. There are over 350 video courses, and over 12000 video lectures across all areas of 

engineering. 

We have been invited to present a talk at the 2016 Engineers Conclave (EC2016) to be held early 

September this year at the Indian Institute of Technology, Madras in Chennai, India. The 

Engineers' Conclave is an annual conference organized by the Indian National Academy of 

Engineering (INAE), which provides a platform for engineers and engineer-scientists to address 

some of the major challenges in engineering. This year’s conference is focusing on engineering 

education. INAE is organizing EC2016 in collaboration with Indian Institute of Technology, 

Madras. 

At present the OnTEn website is password protected.  We expect that there will be a sufficient 

number of contents in the website within a year. We shall then make the website available to 

anyone in the world. The website will also include a list of review modules that are not yet 

available and anyone browsing the website can submit the review module of one or more from 

this list.  However, each such review module has to be prepared using the style manual of the 

website and the submitted module will be reviewed by an appropriate member of the Editorial 

Board.  Only if the submitted module is approved, it will then be included in the OnTEn website. 

 

Concluding Remarks 

 

In this paper, we outlined a review module website that has been developed using an open source 

learning management system (LMS) software, known as Drupal. This online learning platform, 

called “Online Tutor for Engineering Students” (OnTEn), allows the student quick access to 

fundamental engineering information/definitions/knowledge in bite-sized format. The unique 

feature of this platform is to ensure high quality and just-enough information, coupled with 

examples and drill exercises for students to gain confidence in a particular topic and take 

ownership in their learning. Therefore, we are in the process of soliciting educators who can 

contribute to the review modules for different engineering topics. A preliminary trial has been 

conducted in the School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering at the Nanyang Technological 

University in Singapore, and will be extending to different courses conducted at different 

campuses in the coming teaching semester.  
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